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Caste and Social Status
Traditionally, although the political power lay with the Kshatriyas, historians portrayed that the
Brahmins as custodians and interpreters of Dharma enjoyed much prestige and many advantages.

Fa Hien, a Buddhist pilgrim from China, visited India around 400 AD. “Only the lot of the Chandals he
found unenviable; outcastes by reason of their degrading work as disposers of dead, they were
universally shunned … But no other section of the population were notably disadvantaged, no other
caste distinctions attracted comment from the Chinese pilgrim, and no oppressive caste ‘system’ drew
forth his surprised censure.” In this period kings of Sudra and Brahmin origin were as common as
those of Kshatriya varna and caste system was not wholly prohibitive and repressive.

The castes did not constitute a rigid description of the occupation or the social status of a group. Since
British society was divided by class, the British attempted to equate the Indian caste system to their
own social class system. They saw caste as an indicator of occupation, social standing, and intellectual
ability. Intentionally or unintentionally, the caste system became more rigid during the British Raj,
when the British started to enumerate castes during the ten year census and codi�ied the system
under their rule.

The Dalits, or the people outside the varna system, had the lowest social status. The Dalits, earlier
referred to as “untouchables” by some, worked in what were seen as unhealthy, unpleasant or
polluting jobs. In the past, the Dalits suffered from social segregation and restrictions, in addition to
extreme poverty. They were not allowed temple worship with others, nor water from the same
sources. Persons of higher castes would not interact with them. If somehow a member of a higher
caste came into physical or social contact with an untouchable, the member of the higher caste was
de�iled, and had to bathe thoroughly to purge him or herself of the impurity. Social discrimination
developed even among the Dalits. Sub-castes among Dalits, like dhobi, nai etc. would not interact with
lower-order Bhangis, who were described as “outcasts even among outcastes”

Sociologists have commented on the historical advantages offered by a rigid social structure, such as
the caste system, and its lack of usefulness in the modern world. Historically, the caste system offered
several advantages to the population of the Indian subcontinent. While Caste is nowadays seen by
instances that render it anachronistic, in its original form, the caste system served as an important
instrument of order in a society where mutual consent rather than compulsion ruled; where the ritual
rights as well as the economic obligations of members of one caste or sub-caste were strictly
circumscribed in relation to those of any other caste or sub-caste; where one was born into one՚s
caste and retained one՚s station in society for life; where merit was inherited, where equality existed
within the caste, but inter-caste relations were unequal and hierarchical. A well-de�ined system of
mutual interdependence through a division of labour created security within a community. In addition,
the division of labour on the basis of ethnicity allowed immigrants and foreigners to quickly integrate
into their own caste niches. The caste system played an in�luential role in shaping economic activities.
The caste system functioned much like medieval European guilds, ensuring the division of labour,
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providing for the training of apprentices and, in some cases, allowing manufacturers to achieve
narrow specialisation. For instance, in certain regions, producing each variety of cloth was the
speciality of a particular sub-caste. Also, philosophers argue that the majority of people would be
comfortable in strati�ied endogamous groups, and have been in ancient times.


